Student Affairs reshuffle fells three administrators

By Bob Bowman

Three high-ranking Student Affairs staff members resigned yesterday following reports that Gene Lewis, the administrator in charge of reorganizing their office, was going to fire them.

Dale Adams, assistant vice provost for student and academic affairs, Gary Penfield, dean of student and university life, and Stanley Escott, dean of educational services, submitted formal letters of resignation to William Nester, vice provost for student and university affairs.

Their resignations take effect June 30.

The resignations came after reliable sources reported Lewis said the three would, soon be notified they would be removed from their positions when their contracts expire June 30.

Lewis is senior vice president for academic affairs, and President Warren Bennis was out of town and unavailable for comment.

The events follow the removal of Nester as head of the office which oversees a wide-ranging array of student programs and services including the Student Health Service, the Campus Wide Tutorial Program and the Student Affairs Office. Lewis unexpectedly announced Nester's removal and the reorganization, both effective Feb. 1.

By Mike Ramsey

In what the Student Record called an "unprecedented" move, University Center President Warren Bennis announced the resignation of the campus LaRosa's restaurants and the resignation of campus-wide beer prices from his office this week.

The move, which takes effect May 1, was timing of the minute the centerpiece of the controversy over the decision to increase the price of beer from $1.25 to $1.50.

"This is an unprecedented act by the campus," Bennis said. "It feels like the most rational thing to do." Bennis added that LaRosa's wants to approach the issue of prices in a more realistic manner.

"I am determined to make this a win-win situation," Bennis said. "We will work hand-in-hand with the student body to ensure that the price increase is implemented in a fair and equitable manner.

"The Student Record will be the center of this discussion as we work together to find the right solution for all involved."

The announcement of the campus-wide beer price increase on page 5.

Student Record editor Keith Glaser reviews the irony and mistakes of the recent Bennis and Lewis decision. "Interesting reading on page 5."

By Ed Castle

Cartoonist Steve Perlman, takes another jab at pre-med hypocrisy in "As U.C. It," masterfully illustrated on page 7.

Billed as a sports spectacular, UC athletes filled the Zeller Fieldhouse to face competitors in what sports writer Sam Blesi saw as "less than spectacular.

Read his account on page 8, and view our pictorial essay capturing the grace of women's swimming and diving on page 10.

By Martin Rothchild

Election writer Michael Kiefel advises movie-goers to pay $1.25 to buy the book "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" rather than wasting three times that much to see the film. The prolific review is on page 3.

A DAA student lowly relettered the Student Affairs Office window with names of administrators who have resigned or have been reassigned. NR Editor Keith Glaser reviews the irony and mistakes of the recent Bennis and Lewis decision. "Interesting reading on page 5.

"Think they worried the world off?" Miller said. "The whole idea is to try to get the student body to get involved in this. We hope that people will be interested in this." Miller said the petition is open to anyone who would like to sign it. He added: "Student Government has developed a negative political atmosphere and has been criticized by its own members.
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Insanity breeds contempt

By Andy Marks
X-Ray Enhancement Center
Everyone has their problems. Everybody's nursing around the edges, with their heads down on the pillow. The patients are the same. They all live in an atmosphere of stress, noise, anxiety, constant pressure, and struggle. They all hunger for a release, for something to take their minds off their problems. They all long for a break, for a chance to let their guard down and be themselves. They all wish they could be free, for even the slightest chance of a lasting solution to their problems.

"It's no wonder Miss Reardon drinks a little," Schwartz skillfully set the mood in part one. With a slyly ironic tone, she explored how Miss Reardon's consuming need for recognition and validation in her work eventually led her to become a heavy drinker. She meticulously crafted the character's personality, highlighting the various contradictions within their existence. Her portrayal was a masterful display of character development, creating a sympathetic yet complex figure that the audience could both relate to and feela sense of empathy for. She shared with the audience the pain and suffering of those who are trapped in a world that can seem cruel and indifferent.

American Ballet Theater will give its annual performance in Chicago on Saturday night. The performance includes "The Nutcracker" and "Sylphides," featuring performances by some of the company's leading dancers. The program is set in a world where dreams and reality merge, and the audience is transported to a magical realm of wonder and enchantment.

"You are punished, than you lift your feet away from introspection and actual emotion has shifted to his guitar. All of the tension, strain and stress he feels from these events is released through music. He plays with passion, emotion and a deep understanding of the human condition."

"But, one day, he changes his style of playing. The music becomes more serene and peaceful, a reflection of his newfound inner peace and contentment."

"In addition to Sandy Corbett, there was also presented Andrae Antin, a group that specializes in blue and soul music.

"The Arts Consortium will sponsor a Senior Recital in PC Theater at 8:30 p.m. Free.

"And, as the audience leaves the theater, they are left with a newfound appreciation for the beauty of the human spirit and the power of art to heal and inspire."
Hollywood lobotomy

By Michael Kielcel

It is seldom that a movie faithfully represents the book on which it is based. Naturally, a lot of panicky detail will be lost when an entire novel is condensed into a two-and-a-half-hour film. But some films succeed in approximating the finest parts of the print-on-paper counterpart and actually reveal some of the nation’s over-written passages.

One such example is the film "One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest" directed by Miloš Forman. Kesey’s Cuckoo’s nest, 7:30 ZIMMER AUD. Hollywood····lobotomy STUDENT SPEAK’ERS BUREAU

McMurphy (Jack Nicholson) analyses an inmate during a "therapy" session while Big Nurse Ratched looks on. McMurphy shows the slow, dynamic individual change in each distinct personality that McMurphy helps to open. McMurphy makes the obvious attempt to show that patients are more than just a bunch of silent ogres within the real is the misrepresentation of characters. While Nicholson’s low-key acting style is welcome a break from the talkie-large hoop, he is, at the same time, the word-shaking Randle P. McMurphy who revolutionizes the hospital.}

Kesey’s book, a social protest novel sufficiently motivated in the movie. The powerful lyrical description, a strong point in One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest (as well as in Kesey’s Sometimes a Great Nation) is lost in the film. We get a glimpse of the Dalles and the forest and the isolation that makes Chief Brom’s intermittent in a white-and-institution green-walled nuthouse such a trite joke. There are none of the Chief’s frightening surrealistic visions of Nevada, white-faced robots and their red ties, the red-ribbon-inducedocht that clouds Chief Brom’s mind from clear thinking through the book. While it would be normally refreshing to see sex-dice-played in an age where permastone has turned cinema into reality stag play, for supposed directors, the incorrect sexual misunderstandings of the book are excusably handed in the movie. Over all, the picture. Billy Bibbit, a fraction cast in the film, the horrid effects of Moronic are not crossed within the real. The climax of the book is hopeless—thrust of Kesey’s novel is sunk by the leaden insensitivity of the people. The movie makes the characters not only look better, but founded. While the character, Billy Bibbit, is already a hopeless character, in the novel, McMurphy helps to open. McMurphy makes the obvious attempt to show that patients are more than just a bunch of silent ogres within the real. McMurphy (Jack Nicholson) analyses an inmate during a "therapy" session while Big Nurse Ratched looks on.

Brahms’ pastoral pulvinization

By Mark Germer

Krementz Employment Center, "in no small way, was due to Randle. Kesey’s "One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest" and makes the six-and-a-half foot "ball-cutter," medication-induced fog that clouds Castration at the Chief’s mind. Miss Ratched is a worse than losing Kesey’s lyrical testicles, she’ll go for the two frontal "A Man Doth Grow" and makes the six-and-a-half foot "ball-cutter," medication-induced fog that clouds Castration at the Chief’s mind. Miss Ratched is a worse than losing Kesey’s lyrical testicles, she’ll go for the two frontal "A Man Doth Grow."

The powerful lyrical description, a strong point in One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest (as well as in Kesey’s Sometimes a Great Nation) is lost in the film. We get a glimpse of the Dalles and the forest and the isolation that makes Chief Brom’s intermittent in a white-and-institution green-walled nuthouse such a trite joke. There are none of the Chief’s frightening surrealistic visions of Nevada, white-faced robots and their red ties, the red-ribbon-inducedocht that clouds Chief Brom’s mind from clear thinking through the book. While it would be normally refreshing to see sex-dice-played in an age where permastone has turned cinema into reality stag play, for supposed directors, the incorrect sexual misunderstandings of the book are excusably handed in the movie. Over all, the picture. Billy Bibbit, a fraction cast in the film, the horrid effects of Moronic are not crossed within the real. The climax of the book is hopeless—thrust of Kesey’s novel is sunk by the leaden insensitivity of the people. The movie makes the characters not only look better, but founded. While the character, Billy Bibbit, is already a hopeless character, in the novel, McMurphy helps to open. McMurphy makes the obvious attempt to show that patients are more than just a bunch of silent ogres within the real. McMurphy (Jack Nicholson) analyses an inmate during a "therapy" session while Big Nurse Ratched looks on.
It was announced last week that the Office of Student Groups and University Affairs would undergo a dramatic facelift.

President Warren Bean, together with Gene Lewis, provost for academic affairs, secretly planned and at some point decided to secretly excise the department's redundancies without the consultation of the Student Senate, Vice Provost for Student Groups and University Affairs Michael McRoach.

Although the News Record agrees that the Associated Student Bill of Rights Office is necessary, if not vital to the smooth functioning of the University, we believe that not only should the Office be held, but that a final decision immediately with the Senate.

What possible damage could this sudden move have done, to the plan McRoach, as far as he was concerned, his Office to be a strong one.

The sloppy way Bean and McRoach have handled this situation and the way the proposal has clearly dictated the spotlight away from the basically unqualified people involved.

Another important product of the recommendations is a potential reduction in bureaucratic red tape now more than ever to resolve their problems.

Ultimately, however, the cost of the plan rests with the people who are to be affected, i.e., the student body, i.e., the student body. While we recognize there are individual, those in Students who do not have the ability to understand their plan and those who do not.

Prolonging the process is crucial to the proper functioning of the University. It seems that the News Record sees a quick and easy solution to our problems.

Bean and Belewis said it couldn't go on without the help of the students involved.

The plan calls for merging matching student-related functions under one office, the Office of Student Services. The plan also removes the number of top administrative positions in the Office of Student Services.

We wholeheartedly concur. We suggest there are other ways to eliminate the problem. For instance, if faculty members are going to require seniors to take final exams, they could go on a last-minute campaign to finalize seniors' grades before report cards have been issued.

The second recommendation to the Board of Directors not to accept the committee's recommendation to withhold diplomas until after commencement exercises.

Gregory D. Crowell
A&S senior

American stronghold

The commencement committee is one of the few American strongholds left in the world. They are the last American stronghold of patriotism, something that the A&S senior Davis often mentions when speaking of the American Revolution.

Writing this letter, I am trying to destroy your great and good nation by attacking the last American stronghold of the American Revolution, the theatre.

David Scott Choate
The Prospector
A&S senior

McRoach's?

To the Editor:

McRoach, along with some quietly enjoying my McRoach's breakfast while they appear not to be unhappy, do a GODDAMN RAVE. (This is the kind, the kind that stuns you at your Big Mac and sits up in you.)

Our only salvation was our News Record at hand and the energetic efforts of our fearless columnists. Without insurrection and quiet chaos throughout the store, we could not have

Tom A. Freshman
Pan Garvey
A&S Freshman
Pan Lutz
A&S freshman

University loss

To the Editor:

It has recently been announced by the Administration that the Student Affairs Office will undergo a major facelift. The current version of the Student Affairs Office will be replaced with a new one.

This is not a matter of development. As careful a study as the one that McRoach will have an impact on the student body.

To fully appreciate the University’s loss, one should understand that McRoach’s was the compliments of this man. Through his guidance, the Student Affairs Office was recognized as one of the most innovative and effective organizations in the country.

Further, the vice provost refrained from back down in the face of powerful opposition when it appeared that the student body would be made to submit to a faculty council. Billed by Student Affairs as an "opportunity to" or "an opportunity for", the position was essentially to consider the student body's primary concerns.

Blue has given some statements regarding the (...) An editorial in the Student Relationships states that Student Affairs is a "tremendous threat to Yankee identity" and that the position of "Blue" is an opportunity for Blue as it has attempted in its timewear off success.

The reason why a man of such probity and knowledge could be forced from his position will not be found in the legs of a formal press release issued by Blue.

The best present weave of a foul individual. We wish to report the current picture of Student Affairs, which Bitti's accumulation of friendship in the community is clear of any one-emplorship.

Further, the vice provost refused to go back down in the face of powerful opposition when it appeared that the student body would be made to submit to a faculty council. Billed by Student Affairs as an "opportunity to" or "an opportunity for", the position was essentially to consider the student body's primary concerns.

Gregory D. Crowell
A&S senior

Distortion

To the Editor:

In regards to your editorial "Disclose News" (Tues., July 13), I would like to direct the attention of the reader to the conclusion of the essay. You are not the author of the News Record. We have the article as the opinion of a majority of the editorial board and do not necessarily express the opinion of the University.

I am sure that the in-flighting is Student Government, something that the Administration has been trying to do for years. I have a premise that I believe is true: when the UC press is used, I can even go along with irregular procedure, to hear all sides, but foul language only indicates the presence of a foul individual.

Marty A. McLaughlin
A & S freshman

Letters

Letters
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Of rationality and inhumanity

Keith Glaser

A DAA student slowly peeled the black “Stenso” letter: He then carefully placed the letter above a horizontal line he had meticulously etched on the plate glass window which insulates the Student Affairs Office from the bustle of the TUC Old Lobby.

The DAA student repeated this mechanism 14 times before a name finally appeared: William R. Nester. "There was something subversive about this sudden re- introduction of the Student Affairs Office window," he mumbled, before he continued on his way.

Today

The open meeting will be held in room 208 McMicken Hall at 12:30 p.m. by the UC Committee for a Decent Education, focusing on action students can take to resist educational cutbacks and don't-tuition, and other fee hikes.

The UC Student Speaker's Bureau presents representatives from the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws at 7:30 p.m. in Zimmer Auditorium. The presentation is free and open to the public.

The additional charges are based on the current enrollment. California residents pay $45 per hour over the $200-hour limit. District-charge residents pay $25 for each additional hour, and out-of-state residents pay $45 for each additional credit hour.

Free pregnancy testing

Abortion Counseling

Cincinnati Women's Services

2433 East McMillan

Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

661-3464

A Non-Profit Organization

Save some time.

Army ROTC usually takes four years of college. But you can do it in just two years...and receive $800 a month during your junior and senior years.

You prepare for two careers simultaneously—military and civilian.

You can compete for a full Army ROTC scholarship which pays tuition, books, lab fees, plus $800 a month.

Flight training is available.

Many other benefits including fellowships for graduate school.

For complete information contact:

Cpt. Jim Connel

117 Dyer Hall

or call

475-3661

Army ROTC. Learn what it takes to lead.
You can do it, too. So far almost 1,000,000 people have done it. People who have different jobs, different IQs, different interests, different educations have completed the course. Our graduates are people from all walks of life. These people have all taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent educator. Practically all of them at least tripled their reading speed with equal or better comprehension. Most have increased it even more.

Think for a moment what that means. All of them—even the slowest—now read an average novel in less than two hours. They read an entire issue of Time or Newsweek in 35 minutes. They don't skip or skim. They read every word. They use no machines. Instead, they let the material they're reading determine how fast they read.

And mark this well: they actually understand more, remember more, and enjoy more than when they read slowly. That's right! They understand more. They remember more. They enjoy more. You can do the same thing—the place to learn more about it is at a free speed reading lesson.

This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint Chiefs of Staff take. The same one Senators and Congressmen have taken. Come to a free Speed Reading Lesson and find out. It is free to you and you will leave with a better understanding of why it works. Plan to attend a free Speed Reading Lesson and learn that it is possible to read 3-4-5 times faster, with better comprehension.

---

**SCHEDULE OF FREE SPEED READING-LESSONS**

You'll increase your reading speed

50 to 100% on the spot!

TODAY, TOMORROW and THURSDAY

4:00 p.m. or 8:00 p.m.

TREADWAY MOHAWK INN

2880 Central Parkway
Hopple St. exit off I-75

HOSPITALITY INN

Montgomery Rd. and I-71

LAST WEEK

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
Novel's removal and the three resignations have left only one high-ranking staff member in the office.

In addition to the developments, plans are still in place to resign for “personal reasons.”

Although this is a private matter, the University has been challenged to sponsor one more open House of Student and University Affairs meeting. For further information, all campus organizations should be represented. The office's support of the University has been acknowledged, and the support of the University's long-standing relationship with the University community has been clarified.

NORML director discusses marijuana reform tonight

A comprehensive examination of the recent organizing public information and the knowledge about marijuana use, presented by the policy published by the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML), was in a presentation tonight.

The presentation will include two films (Rasta Madonna and Marijuana: A Human History) and a lecture by Keith Stroup, executive director of NORML. The lecture is sponsored by the News Record. The lecture was held in the University’s long-standing relationship with the University community has been clarified.
Spectacular draws few spectators

By Sam Blesi

Spectacular wasn't quite what it promised to be, according to Jerry Kamm, director of the sports department, who preferred another word. "We didn't get the interest we were supposed to. It was just not good enough to create any support."

The NewsRecord's sports section has been suffering with the support the sports staff has been able to provide the team because of this poor preparation the spectacular could not have hoped to create any support.

The stage was set for the shoot out. The Bearcat mascot typified "get shot. Then Cook scored again and it was 79-75. He's a good guy. The stage was set for the shoot out. The Bearcat probably said, "You took all these things in stride as he lead for most of the game. Miller came back with 18 points and 21 rebounds. But he was supposed to come back. He's a good guy.

The Bearcat probably said, "You took all these things in stride as he lead for most of the game. Miller came back with 18 points and 21 rebounds. But he was supposed to come back. He's a good guy."

The NewsRecord again has begun to write sports sections. Sports section is a vital component of the NewsRecord. Interviews on the Campus on Tuesday, February 3, 1976

A blocked shot is an intimidation factor. A blocked shot is an intimidation factor. Whatever you're supposed to say to the cavalry? There weren't any trumpets.

By Bob Harney

You've really got to hold on here. That's what you're supposed to say to the cavalry? There weren't any trumpets. We're not tough enough to compete in that kind of a basketball game. We're still a young team, though. High noon! just not tough enough to compete in that kind of a basketball game. We're still a young team, though.

The score was 75-73, UCon top, that kind of a basketball game. We're ready for that kind of thing. We're not tough enough to compete in that kind of a basketball game. We're still a young team, though.

The new 100-page HP-21 Application Book—a $10 value—can be yours for only an HP-21 now. Contains many sections on Statistics, Mathematics, Finance, Navigation, Surveying, Conversions. Give us 55 valuable applications to help you get the most from your HP-21 Scientific Calculator.

The HP-21 puts incredible problem-solving power in your hands—at the remarkably low price of only $100. You get: 32 programmed functions and operations, including: rectangular/polar coordinate conversion, regular arithmetic, common trig evaluation and trig functions in radian or degrees. RPN logic

The professional error-saving system with 4-memory stacks, keep you problem-free your way—without copying parentheses, worrying about hierarchies or restructuring beforehand.

You can select fixed decimal, the most commonly used format, or round (to nearest whole number) or round to any integer too large or too small for fixed decimal, the HP-21 automatically switches to scientific.

The HP-21 provides the feature that allows you to preset the number of decimal places you need for your applications. This feature is particularly useful for financial calculations, where you need a high degree of accuracy. It also allows for more precise control over rounding and truncation.

The HP-21 maintains high standards for accuracy and reliability, ensuring that you can rely on it for important calculations. Whether you're a student, a professional, or simply someone who needs a reliable scientific calculator, the HP-21 is a valuable tool.

The HP-21 is a versatile and powerful calculator that offers a wide range of features to meet various needs. It's designed to help you solve complex problems efficiently and accurately. Whether you're a student, professional, or simply someone looking to improve your mathematical skills, the HP-21 is a great choice.
College students: now save up to 15% on your auto insurance!

That's just one of 8 reasons to check out JCPenney Auto Insurance

1. You'll save money.
How Much? ... Maybe $20 ... $50 ... $40 or more each year for the same coverage you have right now!

How is it possible? Because we specialize in insuring drivers who qualify for lower than average rates. And our experience proves that college students, regardless of age, are generally good, conscientious drivers who are entitled to lower rates.

2. No rate increase when you have a claim.
JCPenney Insurance doesn't use a so-called "merit" rating system that in effect, penalizes you for receiving the benefits you're paying for. The low rate you start with is the rate you keep ... unless the rates for everyone in your classification go up, or down.

3. Immediate no-nonsense claims service.
No more chasing around for the "lowest" quote, or waiting days or weeks for a valuable Sentinel Auto Spotlight, just for letting us show you that you can have the phone call to get immediate help and in many cases, a check right on the spot on your personal rate quotation from JCPenny; your coverage you have right now.

Whenever you have a question or problem, you communicate directly with the company through our toll-free phones. Our friendly customer service representatives are here at your service, ready to handle everything within minutes, instead of days or weeks.

It's a smooth, streamlined way of doing business that cuts the red tape, avoids annoying mistakes and gives you the kind of service you expect from your insurance company.

5. A company you can count on.
Low rates can help add a policy the first time, but it takes more than low rates to keep a policyholder satisfied year after year. Right now, an incredibly high 93% of our policyholders renew their insurance with us. Here's what they say in the many letters we receive regularly ...

"You might be interested that a comparable policy would have cost over $40 more. Needless to say, I am happy to switch to you. I must also compliment your company on the service provided by your telephone operators, all of whom were knowledgeable and helpful. As a result, the procedure to receive such service in these times - quite superior in all areas."

Scott S. Anderson, Indianapolis, Indiana

"I recently purchased a new car, and called to get my policy switched over. I was never so delighted! My congratulations to any company who is able to have such pleasant employees!"

Victoria A. Magno, New Braunfels, Pennsylvania

"... thank you for the quick, efficient and very reasonably priced insurance protection you have provided for me."

Richard R. Gross, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

"I want to tell you just how pleased I am ... I only once had to call you for an accident and was truly astonished how quickly I had a rental car and how pleasant and efficiently everything was handled. We tell everyone about JCPenny Auto Insurance."

Mary C. Nagel, Norristown, Pennsylvania

"My main reason for changing companies was due to a considerable savings in rates. The other day, my car was stolen and out of control and a great deal of damage was caused. The policy was handled in a most efficient manner with this entire matter has been handled."

Mr. Robert Castelli, North Aurora, Illinois

"... while I have always been satisfied with JCPenny Auto Insurance, I was extremely pleased and satisfied with the invaluable efficiency and service you provided me."

Laurel A. Northcote, Cleveland, Ohio

6. Cash for car rental.
Under your comprehensive and collision coverage, you'll be paid up to $10 a day for car rental (subject to a $20 deductible and a $30 maximum) while your car is disabled. You pay no extra premium for this very important benefit!

7. Increased medical payments for wearing seat belts.
Under your medical payments coverage, limits are automatically increased by 50% for all persons in your car wearing seat belts at the time of an accident. Again, no extra cost for this benefit.

8. THIS FREE GIFT ... just for comparing our auto insurance rates with yours.
We're going to mail to you ... absolutely free, with no strings attached ... this valuable Sentinel Auto Spotlight, just for letting us show you that you can have the same auto insurance protection you have for less than you're now paying.
The Spotlight is a real trouble saver ... perhaps a lifesaver when you need it. No batteries to wear down. Just plug it into your lighter for a strong, dependable beam to light up road maps, street signs, house numbers or trouble areas around your car. This useful gift comes to you through the mail, just for requesting a personal rate quotation from JCPenny.

The GIFT IS YOURS TO KEEP even if you decide not to apply for JCPenney Auto Insurance.

For your no-obligation rate quote plus your Free Gift clip this coupon and mail today...
or phone Toll-Free 800-282-8840
(Outside of Ohio, dial 800-848-8860)
WANTED: LIVE-IN MAID, requirements.

WANTED: Roommate, male, to share two LONG MARINE CORP QVERCOAT, worn

Sec 2, recently remodelled. $160/mo. All Utilities included, 

French Half-Alumni Office .

WEDDING MUSIC: Voice & Guitar,STERO-PX: Guarantees best prices on all

May be picked up at TUC information desk or lists for over $500.00 Sell for $325 or best

For Sale Miscellaneous

PROFESSIONAL TYMPHONS (9) including materials, player's only $160. NEXT MEETING of U.C. Veterans Club will be Thursday Feb. 5 at 6:30 p.m. in 400-435 TUC.

DON'T FORGET, Feb. special auction on Valentines Day, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. door in 219 TUC.

Lost: Driver's and KC Chefs caps. CLIFTON is the magazine of Cincinnati.

SUNDAY NEW YORK TIMES Delivered on Sunday. 81-2311.

GET INVOLVED! Positions now available at TUC Information desk. Check with Mrs. Prichard for available positions at TUC Information desk. (6-477-1997)

Send your money and Valentine's Day cards to: 730 TUC. DEADLINE: Thursday, Feb. 5. 12:00 p.m.

2ND MEETING AVAILABLE ON FAX MACHINE: Thursday, Feb. 5 at 6:30 p.m. 81-2311.

TWO BEDROOMS, Two floors, recently furnished $120. Available for rent from campus. 61-1595.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

FOUND: A pocket calculator at A-1 vending area - in cream, cut Karen at 229-2330

CD TIME TEAMS

May 6: Day of a Thousand Clocks, room 222 TUC

DON'T FORGET THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE YEAR. There will be a discussion of the U.V.A policies and effects upon hands.

BROWN, Wesley Foundation 861-2929. External-Affairs, Communications, Per-

CLASSIFIEDS